Moscow Uncovered

Moscow Uncovered
4 days | Starts/Ends: Moscow

Explore Russia's capital city with all
the remnants of Communism; check
out the art at the Tretyakov Gallery,
gasp in awe at St Basil's Cathedral
and get your taste buds flowing
with the sublime blinis and borsch.
HIGHLIGHTS AND INCLUSIONS

• Entrance fees for included sightseeing

What's Not Included
• International flights and visa
• Tip for your tour guide. We recommend
you allow USD$5 - 10 per day, per
traveller. Tipping your guide is an entirely
personal gesture
• Laundry, drinks and items of a personal
nature

Trip Highlights
• Moscow - Red Square - St Basil’s
Cathedral, the GUM department store and
Lenin’s Mausoleum
• Moscow Kremlin - gold domed cathedrals,
government buildings and the Tsar Bell
• Choice of optional touring arrangements
on day 3:
Tretyakov Gallery OR Cold War Bunker at
an
additional cost

What's Included
• 3 nights - standard, superior or deluxe
star hotels (specific to your chosen
itinerary)
• Breakfast daily
• Arrival and departure transfers
• Guided walking tour of Red Square and
the Kremlin
• Professional English speaking guide
• All relevant transfers and transportation in
private air-conditioned vehicles
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ITINERARY

Day 1 : Moscow
Welcome to Russia! Upon arrival you will be
met at the airport and transferred to your hotel
for check-in. Spend what remains of the day
at leisure, relax and prepare for an exciting full
day of touring tomorrow! Overnight - Moscow

Day 2 : Red Square & Kremlin
Enjoy a guided walking tour of Red Square
and the mighty Kremlin today. Red Square is
dominated by the spectacular and iconic St
Basil’s Cathedral, perhaps one of the most
iconic landmarks in all of Russia with its
brightly coloured turban shaped domes. Head
inside the cathedral and wander through the
maze like corridors, to see the beautiful floral
decorated walls of the nine interior chapels
and the Chapel of Intercession’s priceless
iconostasis. Red Square is also home to
the historic and ritzy GUM department store

and Lenin’s Mausoleum, where if open, you
can pay your respects to the grandfather of
Communism. Lenin’s eerie embalmed body
lays in a glass case and has been on display
since the year he died in 1924. Behind the
Mausoleum is the Kremlin Wall Necropolis
where many prominent Russian communist
leaders are buried, including Stalin.
Next stop is Russia’s political power house
- the Kremlin. Our walking tour takes in the
treasures of the golden domed Kremlin, its
cathedrals, Ivan the Great’s Bell Tower and
the Tsar Bell - the largest bell in the world,
which weighs in at over 200 tonnes! This
evening why not try some delicious Russian
borsch for dinner - it’s beetroot soup that
tastes divine! Overnight - Moscow (B)

Day 3 : Optional Excursions

Enjoy a day at leisure exploring Moscow
independently. The vibrant city of Moscow
has plenty of galleries, museums, shops and
monuments to keep you entertained. Perhaps
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visit the Armoury at the Kremlin, which
houses an incredible collection of treasures
and historic artefacts or jump on the metro
to view the ornate Moscow Metro stations,
built during Stalin’s rule as “palaces for the
people”.
Alternatively, you can choose from one of two
exciting optional excursions today (available
at an additional cost), please contact us for
further details.
Option 1: Take a guided tour of the Tretyakov
Gallery, one of the largest art museums in
Russia, housing some of the best examples
of Russian fine art in the world, from icons
to modern art, including Soviet propaganda
paintings.
Option 2: Head 65 meters underground in the
heart of Moscow, to visit an incredible Soviet
Bunker. The bunker was top secret for many
years, used by only a select few during the
Cold War. Now there is the unique opportunity
to take a guided tour of the facilities and learn
more about its history and nuclear weapons
which fortunately were never used! Overnight
- Moscow (B)

Day 4 : Goodbye Russia!
Our city stay comes to an end after breakfast
and hotel check-out at 12 noon. You will be
transferred to the airport for your onward
travel. (B)

PRICES / DATES INFO
Prices shown are per person when there
are 2 persons sharing a room. The
'Single supplement' applies for single
travellers who require their own room
and needs to be added to the per person
price.
PRICES / DATES 2020
Date
05 Apr

Twin Share
USD 1,095

Single
USD 1,315
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